
The Wildart Leather Collection
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Metallic Zebra

1192

1176

Go wild and sparkle with these Zebra patterned, super soft metallic hides.
Dare to be different.
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Metallic Damask

1128
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A warm blend of a traditional Damask pattern and a super soft metallic hide to create a new classic leather.
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Metallic

1154
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Add a little sparkle with this rich two-tone, super soft metallic hide.
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Deluxe
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Add a touch of class with this subtle damask patterned hide.
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Wilderness
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Subtle or bold? This Zebra patterned hide is ideal for whatever statement you wish to make.
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Majestic

1380
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A classic damask pattern hide with a subtle antique effect creates this new traditional hide.
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Kariba
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A small scale crocodile embossed hide that has a hand finished effect giving a deep under current of rich 
colours and a metallic shimmer on the surface.
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1560

Jurassic
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A large scale crocodile embossed hide that has a hand finished effect giving a deep under current of rich 
colours and a metallic shimmer on the surface.
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Illusion

1802
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A quintessentially English looking oily pull-up hide that has been fused with a paisley type of pattern. 
To the eye, it looks like beautiful skin that has a work of art tattooed into it. Welcome to the future 
traditional hide.
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Nubuck Damask

1024

Exclusive and rare, this luxurious Damask patterned nubuck hide is silky soft and irresistible to the touch. 
It excites all the senses and makes a statement that won’t be forgotten.
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Nubuck Reversed Damask

1050

Exclusive and rare, this luxurious Damask patterned nubuck hide is silky soft, excites all your senses and is 
irresistible to the touch. Luxury with a twist. 
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1214

1200
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Nubuck Safari
Explore your wild side with this luxurious Zebra patterned nubuck hide. It is silky soft, irresistible to the 
touch and excites all your senses. Make a statement that won’t be forgotten.



We are proud to present our exciting and exclusive range of high
quality, seri-graphed leathers ranging from the popular &
modern designs to the inspirational & classical.

These prestigious, innovative and unique hides are the ultimate
in luxury. They are created on full hides to increase cutting yield
and chosen from only the finest, most carefully selected hides
across the globe to ensure the quality is of the highest
standards. They are all available from stocks within a few days
from our warehouses in the UK and Europe.

BESPOKE - In addition to the regular stock colours shown in this
collection, we are proud to offer a fully bespoke service. We are
able to give you or your clients the option of their own exclusive
personal or corporate identity, logos, prints, designs or any other
ideas printed onto a hide of leather. The choices and
possibilities for making beautiful and original designer leather
creations have now become endless. Please contact our sales
team for more details

SAMPLING – Individual samples of all the leathers shown in this
collection are readily available for despatch to you or your
customer. They, along with the samples in this collection, are for
colour reference and finish and should be regarded as no more
than a guide as colours naturally may vary from batch to batch.

ORDERING – Our hides can be ordered by the hide, by square
metre or square foot. The minimum order is only 1 hide. Please
check the availability of your chosen colour with our sales team.
We reserve the right to change the range and discontinue
colours.

MORE LEATHERS - In addition to this, we have a database of
over 1000 more colours available to us within 7-10 days. So, if
you don’t see the leather you are trying to source, please send
us a cutting or call our sales team and we will try our best to
match it.

Leather is a 100% natural product. Each hide is truly unique and
individual bearing the distinctive marks and characteristics of its
natural origin which will vary from hide to hide. These are its
beauty and give leather its authenticity, expensive good looks,
style, comfort, long lasting durability and will develop a patina
over time.

TYPES OF LEATHER:

There are 4 main types of leather; Aniline, Nubuck, Semi-Aniline
& pigmented.

ANILINE – A delicate and sensitive hide that is dyed through
with only a light surface finish/protection. This leaves the most
natural look and feel that will age beautifully over time. A more
careful maintenance and understanding of this type of leather is
required by the customer to ensure the leather is fit for purpose.

NUBUCK - A top-grain aniline leather that has been sanded or
buffed on the grain side, to give a slight nap of short protein
fibres, producing a velvet-like surface. Nubuck is an unprotected
leather and is more subject to staining than an aniline due to
the brushed fibres. A more careful maintenance and
understanding of this type of leather is required by the
customer to ensure the leather is fit for purpose.

SEMI-ANILINE – These hides are dyed through and then given a
light pigment coating. This maintains the natural look, luxurious
touch and also makes the leather more durable and easier to
care for than an aniline.

PIGMENTED – These hides undergo the same processes as
aniline and semi-aniline leather, but are then given additional
pigmented finishes and treatments to enhance the yield and
durability to make the leather easier to clean and maintain.

USEFUL CONVERSIONS

1 hide = average 4.46m2 (48ft2)
1 linear metre of 50” – 54” fabric = 1.67m2 (18ft2)
1 square metre = 10.764ft2

CARE OF YOUR LEATHER – Please see the reverse of the
individual swatch cards.

We advise that all our leathers are checked carefully on receipt.
We cannot accept any claims once the leather has been cut into
or marked.

Welcome to the Wildart Collection

CHOOSING THE MOST SUITABLE LEATHER

RANGE TYPE DURABILITY

NO/LOW 
RESISTANCE

MEDIUM/HIGH 
RESISTANCE

Nubuck Damask Nubuck N/A

Nubuck Reversed Damask Nubuck N/A

Nubuck Safari Nubuck N/A

Illusion Aniline Low

Deluxe Semi-Aniline Medium

Jurassic Semi-Aniline Medium

Kariba Semi-Aniline Medium

Majestic Semi-Aniline Medium

Metallic Semi-Aniline Medium

Metallic Damask Semi-Aniline Medium

Metallic Zebra Semi-Aniline Medium

Wilderness Semi-Aniline Medium

Our hides normally range in size from 4m – 5.5m averaging
4.46m2 (48ft2). Naturally, every hide varies in size so the
illustration below is only a guide to the shape and size of a
typical hide.

BellyBelly

1400mm
56”

Butt Butt

Backbone
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Neck



Established in 1942,Wildman & Bugby Ltd are now a 3rd generation family leather specialist and are one of 
the UK’s largest stockists and suppliers of high quality upholstery hides to designers, architects, specifiers and 
manufacturers across the world.

A combination of traditional experience with young and dynamic ideas has helped our company evolve to meet 
the demands of our customers and maintain the highest quality, service and innovation.

To enhance our commitment to our clients, we stock and supply a wide range of different upholstery leathers in 
many colours that are all normally available for a same day shipment.

SAMPLING – We recognise the importance of a speedy sampling service and have swatch cards, books and 
individual samples of all the leathers shown in this collection readily available for immediate despatch to you  
or your customer.

ORDERING – Our hides can be ordered by the hide, by square metre or square foot. The minimum order is  
only 1 hide.

MORE LEATHERS – As a constantly evolving company, we stock many more ranges of leathers
that are not shown in this brochure. They include:  Pearlized, Hair-On hides, Automotive, Marine, Lizard & 
Crocodile embossed full hides, Floor & Wall tiles, Sheepskin rugs, Perforated (1/2 hides only), Russet (Unfinished 
hides that are usually finished and sealed after being upholstered).  
We are also able to offer you another 1,000+ colours of upholstery leather across many different ranges that are 
available within 3-10 working days and from only 1 hide upwards.  So, if you do not see the leather or colour you 
are looking for within our collections, please send us a cutting or call our sales team and we will endeavour to 
match it.

UPHOLSTERY TEST STANDARDS – All our hides meet the British & European standards for upholstery
leather. This includes the cigarette and match requirements of the Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations
1988 that have been tested at UKAS approved laboratories. All our tanneries are committed to quality and
meet the BS EN ISO 9001:2000 standards.

CONTRACT/IGNITION SOURCE (CRIB) 5 – All our leathers are able to be treated to this standard. We also
supply a certificate for every treated batch to ensure that all your leather meets the required tests when
tested in combination with the appropriate foam.

ENVIRONMENT – All our leathers comply with the strict regulations and EU Directives covering the use and
presence of PCP, CFC, Chrome VI and Azo dyestuffs during the tanning process. We are always looking for
ways to improve our environmental responsibility and consider the environment in every business activity
we do to prevent or recycle any waste.

Please call our sales team for more details or visit our website
for the latest news, ranges and colours.

PAYMENT – We accept the following cards:

Unit 3a Sanders Lodge Industrial Estate
Rushden, Northamptonshire NN10 6BQ

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)1933 312231
Fax: +44 (0)1933 350473

Email: leather@wildmanbugby.co.uk

www.wildmanbugby.co.uk


